Key
Full provision
At least 80 credits every year through the medium of Welsh
At least 40 credits every year through the medium of Welsh
Some provision through the medium of Welsh

Going to university in Wales? Choosing where and
what to study is a big decision but don’t worry – this
prospectus is here to help you make the right decision.
The Coleg Cymraeg’s prospectus shows which courses
you can study partly or fully through the medium of
Welsh in every university.
It also offers information on the support available to
Welsh medium students, the advantages of studying
a subject through the medium of Welsh and outlines
the experiences of students who are attending
universities throughout Wales.
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Coleg Cymraeg Cenedlaethol

“I enjoy the independence of being at
university. It enables me to develop new
skills and it offers new challenges.
One of the best things about the university
is that it is possible for me to study
through the medium of Welsh and this
has helped me to make new friends.”

Still searching for a
university course?

You can search for a Welsh
medium course in many ways.
Why not try one of these?
• Read the course index
to the left
• Use the Coleg Cymraeg
Cenedlaethol course finder:
colegcymraeg.ac.uk/
coursefinder

Disclaimer
This prospectus is based on information provided by individual universities. It provides guidance on the range of
opportunities available to study through the medium of Welsh when starting at a Welsh University in September 2019.
Which elements of specific courses are available at individual universities should be confirmed. Opportunities change
regularly and the Coleg Cymraeg’s website along with the websites of the individual universities should be checked
for the latest information.
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Social & Contact

• Offering scholarships to students who
want to study through the medium of
Welsh
• Funding Welsh medium provision in
eight universities
• Creating useful resources for Welsh
medium students
• Arranging a period of work experience
and an opportunity to receive the
Welsh Language Skills Certificate

• Open days at the universities
• Visits to schools and further education
colleges
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Two languages
twice the choice
You can study nearly 1,000 courses partly
or fully through the medium of Welsh at
these universities:
Swansea University
Aberystwyth University
Bangor University
Cardiff University
University of South Wales
Glyndŵ r University
Cardiff Metropolitan University
University of Wales Trinity St David

There is also some Welsh medium
provision on courses offered by the
Open University and courses in further
education colleges.

6

Why study through
the medium of
Welsh at university?
There are a number of advantages to
choosing to study a University course
partly or fully through the medium of
Welsh:
• An opportunity to receive additional
funding
• Be a part of smaller groups
• An opportunity to develop specialist
terminology in two languages
• Develop bilingual skills which will be
beneficial to you when looking for a job
in the future
• On average, bilingual job salaries
are higher

I decided to study part of my course through
the medium of Welsh as it provides me with
a great opportunity to develop my skills of
working bilingually in preparation for the
workplace.
Sioned Rowlands
Psychology
Bangor University

What support is available?
If you don’t feel confident enough to study
a course fully through the medium of
Welsh, there are plenty of courses available
which give you the option to study part of
your course through the medium of Welsh.
There is support available for students who
study courses partly through the medium
of Welsh to help them improve their oral
and written language skills.

7
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Skills for the workplace:
Planning your career
Studying through the medium of Welsh provides a great opportunity to prepare you
for the workplace. The Coleg has a number of schemes that can assist you in planning
your career:

Work experience
If you receive one of the Coleg scholarship,
you will go on a 10 day period of work
experience where you will be given an
opportunity to consult with employers from
all sectors in Wales and beyond.
Students who have undertaken an element
of work experience are paid, on average
20% more and are much less likely to be
unemployed after graduation.*

Placements and
internships
An increasing number of Welsh-medium
undergraduate courses offer internships.
Internships are a great opportunity to
earn a wage, forge valuable links with
industry as well as developing skills to
prepare you for the work place.

*Department for Business, Innovation and Skills, Learning from
Futuretrack: The Impact of Work Experiences on HE Student Outcomes,
Hydref 2013

Bilingual employers
network
The Coleg works with over 200 employers
to offer interesting and varied work
placements for students.

During my period of work experience I had a
taste of what it was like to work in a friendly
and professional Welsh environment.
I witnessed meetings between senior
managers from the local social services
department where I saw the importance of
professional communication skills as well as
the need to consider various perspectives.
My work experience taught me that there is
much more to consider when making career
decisions a valuable lesson for the future.
Elain Angharad Jenkins
Mathematics student
Swansea University

8
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Money in your pocket
The Coleg Cymraeg Cenedlaethol offers
financial support to prospective students
who want to study courses partly or fully
through the medium of Welsh.
Have you considered applying for one
of the Coleg’s scholarships?
There is up to £3,000 available over the
duration of the course to students who are
either studying at least 66% or 33% of the
course through the medium of Welsh.
Go to colegcymraeg.ac.uk/scholarships
for more information.

How do you apply?
• Go to the Coleg’s website,
colegcymraeg.ac.uk/scholarships

• Join the Coleg as a prospective

10

William Salesbury
Scholarship
Total: £5,000 over the duration of the course
Who: Students who study 100% of the course through the medium of Welsh
Number: 2 per year
Closing Date: 20 March 2019

student free of charge

• Read the application pack

Nest Jenkins has been awarded the William Salesbury Scholarship of £5,000 and studies
Law and Welsh at Cardiff University:

• Submit your application form by the
closing date
Over 1,000 students have benefited
from receiving a scholarship from the
Coleg Cymraeg Cenedlaethol over the past
few years.
You don’t need to pay the money back so
why not give it a try?

What were your reasons for applying for
the William Salesbury Scholarship?
I was aware of William Salesbury’s special
history and had heard about the fund.
When researching the scholarship, I learnt
that it was possible to study my subject
fully through the medium of Welsh and that
I was therefore eligible to apply.
It was too good an opportunity to miss;
raising awareness of Welsh medium
education provision and receiving valuable
financial support at the same time!
Your reaction to winning the
scholarship?
Couldn’t believe it! It’s a well respected and
competitive scholarship and therefore it’s
an honour to receive it this year.

How are you finding Cardiff and the
course so far?
I love being in the midst of all the hustle
and bustle. I find my course, Law and
Welsh, challenging but exciting and
I’m eager to learn more throughout
the year. Despite the work, it would be
impossible not to socialise whether that
be with the GymGym or as one big happy
family in Senghennydd Court halls of
residence.
How are you finding Cardiff and the
course so far?
I am keeping my options open but I am
determined to stay in Wales and work in
my mother tongue.

11
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Welsh Language
Skills Certificate
If you receive a scholarship from the Coleg Cymraeg, you will study towards the Coleg’s
Welsh Language Skills Certificate during your time at university. The qualification gives
students a further boost and allows them to increase their confidence and level of ability
in the language.

What is the certificate?
• A qualification which proves to
employers that you have the ability
to communicate confidently and
professionally in Welsh, orally and
in writing
• An opportunity for you to develop
your oral and written skills in Welsh

I study as much as I can through the medium
of Welsh by making notes and attending
sessions with the university Welsh tutor I can
continue to use my written and oral skills on
a daily basis.
The opportunity to study towards the Coleg’s
Welsh Language Skills Certificate is also very
important as it is a qualification that shows
that I can work bilingually.
Hanna Lois Jones
Sports Science student
Bangor University

What will you have to do?
• Receive support and advice from
your university’s language skills tutor
• Pass an oral and written assessment
before completing your university
studies
Nearly 1,000 students have already taken
advantage of this excellent opportunity to
gain a qualification which highlights their
language skills.

12
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Enjoying Life
By studying through the medium of Welsh at a university in Wales, you will become part
of an exciting Welsh Language Scene. There are plenty of opportunities for you to meet
new friends, join various societies and experience the wealth and variety of Welsh
communities and beyond.
Want to know more about the life of Welsh medium students in Wales?
The Coleg’s ambassadors have created a ‘Llais y Llysgennad’ blog which describes
their life as a student at universities across Wales.
Read the blog or follow #LlaisLlysgennad on Twitter
www.blog.colegcymraeg.cymru

One of the things I enjoy most about life
at University is socialising and being part
of a society.
It gives me a great opportunity to make
new friends as well as helping individuals
with their Welsh-student life at a welsh
university is great.
Dylan James
One of the Coleg Cymraeg ambassadors
Aberystwyth University

14
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Branches
The Coleg Cymraeg has a branch at every university.
The work of the branches includes:
• Increasing the opportunities available to students to study university courses
through the medium of Welsh
• Supporting students who study through the medium of Welsh and arranging
social activities
• Offering an opportunity for Welsh medium students and staff to voice
their opinions on Welsh medium issues at their university
Read more about every university on the next pages.

colegcymraeg.ac.uk
@DyDdyfodolDi
fb.com/colegcymraeg
#colegcymraeg

Undergraduate Prospectus 2019 colegcymraeg.ac.uk
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Swansea University
branch
Swansea University’s aim is to ensure
that our students have the best of both
worlds, Welsh and Welsh language
experiences at a university which
has multicultural and international
connections.
The Swansea University branch of the Coleg
Cymraeg Cenedlaethol is based at Academi
Hywel Teifi, which is the University’s centre
for supporting, enhancing and enriching
its Welsh medium education and research
provision.

There is extensive Welsh medium provision
across a range of subjects at Swansea,
including science subjects such as
Medicine, Geography and Mathematics;
care and health sector subjects, including
Midwifery, Nursing and Social Work, plus
courses in Humanities and the Arts in fields
such as Law, Modern Languages, Welsh,
and also Media and Public Relations.
There are over 30 courses eligible for the
Main Scholarship and over 60 courses
eligible for the Coleg’s Incentive Scholarships.

One of Swansea University’s main strengths is Science, and there is significant
Welsh medium provision in subjects such as:
Physics
There are two Physics degree courses
BSc (3 years) and MPhys (4 yrs), that are
taught bilingually.
Engineering
With a great demand for engineers and
more jobs than there are engineers,
engineering graduates can walk straight
into well paid jobs. But, by demonstrating
abilities in more than one language,
Swansea graduates have the upper hand
in a competitive world of work.

Genetics and Biochemistry
One of the most recent developments in our
provision is Genetics and Biochemistry
modules through the medium of Welsh.
As a result, our degree courses in this field
are eligible for Incentive Scholarship,
and our hope is that this will attract more
students who will meet the demand in this
field for graduates with both Welsh and
English language abilities.

By studying at Swansea University you
will become a part of an ambitious
organisation which produces world class
research. You will experience our 5* rated
teaching with an emphasis on employability,
and you will be sure to fall in love with the
city.
If you wish to live with other Welsh speakers,
there are flats available for Welsh speakers
and learners on both campuses.
There is also a lively Welsh language
society and Clwb Chwaraeon Tawe for
Welsh speakers.

Contact the Swansea University branch for
further information:
abertawe@colegcymraeg.ac.uk
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Aberystwyth University
branch
Aberystwyth University has a longstanding commitment to providing
Welsh medium education and enriching
the experience of Welsh speaking
students who study at Aberystwyth.
It’s possible to study through the medium
of Welsh in almost all academic fields
offered, with many departments offering
a depth of provision that enables students
to follow degree programmes entirely
through the medium of Welsh.
There is 100% Welsh medium provision
available in subjects such as Creative
Industries, Celtic Languages and History,
and 66% or more of the provision on
degree programmes in Geography,
Politics and Law is available through
the medium of Welsh.
The University is proud of its provision
in the Sciences, with a third of the
provision on Physics, Mathematics,
Computer Science, Biological Sciences
and Agriculture degree courses available
through the medium of Welsh. In growth
subjects also, such as Criminology
and Business Studies, a significant of
level provision is available through the
medium of Welsh. All of these subjects
are eligible for the Coleg Cymraeg’s Main
Scholarships or the Incentive Scholarships.

‘Addewidion Aber’, a card given by the
University to every student who studies
through the medium of Welsh, shows how
the University is committed to providing a
complete Welsh experience to its students.
There are six promises:
• Flexible opportunities to study
through the medium of Welsh in all
departments
• Guaranteed Welsh-speaking personal
tutor
• Bilingual work experience
• Guaranteed Welsh medium
accommodation
• Lessons to learn and improve Welsh
• Free membership of Aberystwyth’s
Union of Welsh speaking students
As a result of the academic and pastoral
support available in Welsh at Aberystwyth,
the experience of Welsh speaking students
at the University is second to none.
Our students come from all parts of Wales,
and central to the lively social scene is
Aberystwyth’s Union of Welsh Speaking
Students (UMCA) which organises social
events and takes cares of its members’
welfare.

Cymdeithas y Geltaidd has rugby,
football, hockey and netball teams, and
members of Aelwyd Pantycelyn compete
enthusiastically on national stages and at
eisteddfodau as individuals, in choirs,
and by dancing and reciting!
There are plenty of opportunities to write
and compose poetry in the company of
more than one prifardd (chief bard), and
contribute to the Welsh language music
scene as a band member or by attending
the various gigs that are organised at the
University and in the town.

Contact the Aberystwyth University branch for
further information:
aberystwyth@colegcymraeg.ac.uk

The University’s Coleg Cymraeg
Branch is a lively community of staff
and students that meet regularly in
committees that shape the University’s
Welsh medium provision, in lectures
and research seminars, and at less
formal events such as poetry slams,
quizzes and gigs.
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Bangor University
branch
Bangor University offers more courses
and opportunities to study through the
medium of Welsh language than any
other university in Wales.
From the sciences to the arts, there are a
variety of courses offering the opportunity
for students to study either partially or
entirely through the medium of Welsh.
Consequently, more students at Bangor
University choose to study their course
through the medium of Welsh than
anywhere else.
Bangor University offers linguistic support
to help students develop their written and
verbal Welsh language skills, and a Welsh
Medium Bursary (£250 a year for studying
40 credits a year though the medium of
Welsh) is also available.
Situated within naturally Welsh-speaking
Gwynedd, the Welsh language is an
integral part of life at the University.
The Welsh language halls of residence,
John Morris-Jones Hall, provides a
particular opportunity for students to live
in a completely Welsh-speaking
environment.

With so many Welsh speakers and
learners choosing to study here,
we offer a fantastically lively social scene.
The main focal point of this activity is
Bangor’s Welsh Students Union (UMCB),
which organises a number of social
activities through the medium of Welsh.
Bangor University Branch of the Coleg
Cymraeg Cenedlaethol is based at
Canolfan Bedwyr. It’s a central and
convenient location, and students are
welcome to drop by for a chat, or to ask
staff about any aspect of studying through
the medium of Welsh at Bangor.
Facilities include the Coleg’s video
conferencing studio, developed specifically
for teaching modules jointly with other
universities. The branch also works closely
with UMCB, to promote the Coleg’s
activities.
Contact the Bangor University branch for
further information:
bangor@colegcymraeg.ac.uk
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Cardiff University
branch
Cardiff University and the Coleg
Cymraeg Cenedlaethol bring Welsh
speaking students (first language
speakers and learners) together
through a variety of activities.
One of the first things that you’ll do after
arriving at the University is join the
‘GymGym’ the Welsh language society.
The GymGym organises activities such
as the annual Inter-university Eisteddfod,
rugby trips and works closely with the
branch to arrange various social events.
The branch plays a prominent role in
developing Welsh medium provision within
the University, and students are given
the opportunity to take part in academic
meetings to express their views on that
provision.
Cardiff University attracts a large number
of Welsh speaking students from all parts
of Wales. Living in the capital certainly
appeals, in addition to the wide choice of
courses that are unique to the University,
especially in the field of Health.

Among an extensive range of subjects,
the University specialises in its Medicine,
Dentistry and Journalism courses, and
Welsh speaking students are attracted
here in large numbers to study these.
There have been plans recently to develop
Welsh medium provision within these
subjects.
For instance, at the School of Healthcare
Sciences, there are many degree courses,
including Adult Nursing, that include Welsh
medium modules. In addition, Welsh
medium provision will be developed in
Physiotherapy, Occupational Therapy and
Radiography, among other fields.
If you wish to live with other Welsh
speaking students, there are flats at
Senghennydd Court and Talybont North
which are allocated for Welsh speakers
and learners.
Contact the Cardiff University branch for
further information:
Caerdydd@colegcymraeg.ac.uk
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The University of
South Wales branch
The University of South Wales is Wales’
largest university with campuses in
Cardiff, Newport and Pontypridd.
These unique locations mean that you
can enjoy everything that the region
has to offer; the life and culture of the
capital, fantastic beaches and magical
countryside. The University offers various
opportunities for you to study through the
medium of Welsh.
The Cardiff Campus is home to the
creative industries, and the ATRiuM
building’s recent extension means that
more specialist creative resources are
available for students to develop their craft.
It is possible to study 100% of the Drama
course through the medium of Welsh,
and bilingual pathways are available on
our Media and Music courses.
Creative industries students at the
University benefit from our excellent links
with the industry, with well-known theatres,
studios and companies on our doorstep.

In Pontypridd, which is only ten miles away
from Cardiff, the University has two sites;
Treforest and Glyntaff.
The Pontypridd campus is ideal if you
prefer a quieter place to study, as there
are many green open spaces and plenty
of fresh air.
At the Treforest Campus, you can study
a considerable part of our Surveying,
Business and Police Sciences courses
through the medium of Welsh, and take
advantage of excellent facilities, including
the ‘Hydra’ Room which is used to train
police officers at all levels.
The City of Newport Campus is located
on the bank of the River Usk in the centre
of the modern city with a bright future.
For those who wish to follow a career in
primary school teaching, it is possible to
study our Primary Studies course with QTS
through the medium of Welsh.
Students on this course benefit from
our excellent links with local schools in
addition to first class facilities such as our
teaching simulation laboratories.
By choosing to study part of your
course through the medium of Welsh,
it is possible you will be eligible
to receive a scholarship from the
University and the Coleg Cymraeg
Cenedlaethol.

There are also numerous opportunities
to use the Welsh language outside your
academic studies.
The University of South Wales branch
of the Coleg Cymraeg Cenedlaethol
organises a series of social events during
the year in collaboration with the Welsh
language society, the ‘GymGym’.
Recent events include a trip to a
trampoline park and a comedy night.

You can find more information about the Welsh
language opportunities available by visiting
www.decymru.ac.uk/cymraeg-de-cymru
or by e-mailing:
cymraeg@decymru.ac.uk
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Glyndŵr University
branch
The University works closely with the
Coleg Cymraeg Cenedlaethol to develop
and extend Welsh medium provision.
We are committed to offering greater
choice to students who wish to study
here through the medium of Welsh.
As a university, we strive to provide you
with numerous opportunities to study and
socialise through the medium of Welsh.
The University has established a branch
of the Coleg Cymraeg Cenedlaethol with
a dedicated officer to support those
students who wish to use the Welsh
language in their academic studies.

As a Welsh speaking student at Glyndŵr
University, you can join the Coleg Cymraeg
Cenedlaethol. As a member, you will be
offered the following:
• Support from the members of the
branch regarding any aspect of Welsh
medium education
• Access to a wealth of resources on
Y Porth (the Coleg’s e-learning
platform) and you can also access
Welsh medium resources in a variety of
academic fields
• The opportunity to work towards the
Coleg’s Language Skills Certificate,
developed by the Coleg to recognise
the importance of students’ Welsh
language skills.
The certificate demonstrates your
ability to communicate confidently and
professionally, both written and verbally,
in Welsh
• The latest news regarding scholarships,
conferences, opportunities and
activities offered by the Coleg

You can also become a member of the
Coleg as a prospective student, which
will give you access to information about
opportunities to study through the medium
of Welsh.
There will be plenty of opportunities
for you to improve your Welsh or learn
the language if you wish.

Contact the Glyndŵr University branch for
further information:
glyndwr@colegcymraeg.ac.uk
! @Cangen_Glyndwr
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Cardiff Metropolitan
University branch
Located in the capital, Cardiff Metropolitan
University is a modern, lively university that
has been a fundamental central point of
Cardiff for over 150 years.
The University focuses on ensuring the
best possible student experience,
employability and education of the highest
standard to students from Wales and 140
countries from across the world.
The university offers education through
the medium of Welsh across all five of
its Academic Schools:

Cardiff School of Art & Design
• Produces stand-out graduates in the fields
of fine art, design, architecture and a
number of practical crafts
• 1/3 of every undergraduate course is
available through the medium of Welsh
School of Health Science
• Offers Health Sciences and Social Care
courses, a number of them unique to Wales

• Parts of the Therapy, Language and Speech
course are available through the medium
Cardiff School of Education
of Welsh to prepare graduates to work
through the medium of Welsh
• Recognised as one of the largest education
and training providers in Britain
Management School
• Primary, secondary, Early childhood studies,
• Offers courses that have been designed
education, educational studies and Welsh
specifically to produce graduates that are
courses are available either partially or
prepared for today’s world of work
entirely through the medium of Welsh
• 1/3 of 18 undergraduate courses are
Cardiff School of Sport
available through the medium of Welsh
• International reputation for the standard of
• Welsh language provision available on
its academic, research and performance
Management, Tourism and Events
work
Management courses
• At least 1/3 of every undergraduate course
is available through the medium of Welsh,
and some courses are available almost
entirely through the medium of Welsh

Ensuring the Employability of our
students
Through work experience, links with
professional bodies and student
entrepreneurship, 96% of our graduates
are in employment or further study within
six months of graduation.

Contact the Cardiff Metropolitan University
branch for further information:
dtiplady@cardiffmet.ac.uk
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University Wales Trinity
Saint David branch
The Trinity Saint David branch of the
Coleg Cymraeg Cenedlaethol is active
across all the University’s campuses
including Swansea, Lampeter, Cardiff
and the Coleg Sir Gâr campuses.
The office is home to the Branch Officer
and the Language Tutor and branch
members, whether students or members
of staff, are welcome to drop by for a chat
and seek advice and information at any
time.
The University has invested considerably
in Welsh medium and bilingual provision
over recent years, including in the areas
of Art & Design and Business and Tourism
on Swansea campuses, as well as in
various areas such as Teacher Training,
Physical Education, Outdoor Education,
Early Years Education and Care, Primary
Education Studies, Youth and Community
Work and Religious Studies in Carmarthen.
One notable recent development is the BA
Performing course in Cardiff which offers
an innovative two year degree programme
in close partnership with experienced
practitioners from the creative industries
in Wales.

With S4C’s Egin building being developed
on the University’s Carmarthen campus
during 2017/18, the University intends to
work with some of the clients to develop
new bilingual degree courses which will
meet the demands of the creative and
digital industries in the future.
A high percentage of Trinity Saint
David’s Welsh medium and bilingual
courses are part of the Coleg’s
Scholarships Scheme.
In addition to this, the University offers
students the opportunity to apply for
a bursary of up to £600 a year for
studying part of their degree course
through the medium of Welsh.
The students themselves are responsible
for co-ordinating the University’s Welsh
language society, and various social
activities and events are organised, from
international rugby trips and sporting
competitions to annual dinners.
They also take part in the Inter-university
Eisteddfod.
Côr y Drindod Dewi Sant has enjoyed
considerable success at Wales’
eisteddfodau over the years and there’s
an opportunity to take part in a number of
concerts and events each year.

In addition, a Students’ Committee has
been formed by students of the branch,
and the committee organises various
activities that enrich the student
experience across all the University’s
campuses.

Contact the University of Wales Trinity Saint
David Branch for further information:
ydrindoddewisant@colegcymraeg.ac.uk
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What’s next?
Research
Read the prospectus course index and the
subject pages that follow and go to the
Coleg Cymraeg Cenedlaethol’s website to
learn more about the different subjects.
Join
Join the Coleg Cymraeg free of charge
as a prospective student.
colegcymraeg.ac.uk/membership
Apply
Have a go at applying for one of the Coleg
Cymraeg’s scholarships by the closing
dates.
colegcymraeg.ac.uk/scholarships

colegcymraeg.ac.uk
@DyDdyfodolDi
fb.com/colegcymraeg
#colegcymraeg
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I decided to study part of my course
through the medium of Welsh as
I strongly believe that it is very
important for young Welsh people to
use their language in the workplace and
it can open so many doors for you.
Gwenllian Owen
Law student
Cardiff University
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Welsh
For all sorts of reasons, it is an extremely
exciting time to study the Welsh language.
The Welsh Government have set a target
to double the number of Welsh speakers
by 2050; there is a lively and active literary
scene that challenge boundaries; newer
forms of the language are developing
around us; and the relationship of the
language and technology is steaming
ahead.
It is not surprising therefore that there
is more demand than ever for Welsh
language graduates to lead in these
areas. Would you like to be one of
them?
In pursuing a degree in Welsh you will study
a subject that combines the linguistic,
literary and creative.
• Language you will understand and
appreciate the sociology and history of the
Welsh language and how we should plan
its future. The lecturers will help you with
grammar and with communication and
presentation skills in Welsh.
They will encourage you and help you gain
confidence. Perseverance and hard work
pays off... keep at it!
• Literature you can analyse the work of
our poets, writers and dramatists from the
sixth century to the present day.

• Creative writing you will get guidance on
composing prose, scripts and cynghanedd.
Who knows, you might one day win the
Eisteddfod chair or crown.
Welsh for the workplace
You will receive training in the use of
language for the professional world, e.g.
how to prepare a CV in Welsh, and how to
prepare for interviews; you will also have
the advantage of work experience.
There are a variety of teaching methods:
lectures, seminars, workshops and
individual tutorials.
Assessment methods include a combination
of essays, exercises, projects, examinations
and oral presentations.
Lecturers and other members of staff
can help you with the transition between
learning and studying Welsh at school
and at university.
Perhaps you are also interested in other
Celtic languages such as Breton or Irish,
or you might like to learn more about the
Welsh abroad in Patagonia or America.

A degree in Welsh will prove you have the
ability to express yourself effectively and
purposefully in writing and orally.
All this will expand your horizons and your
knowledge of Wales and the Welsh
language will be valuable for you when
applying for posts in Wales.
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History and
Welsh History
A number of historical areas can be studied
through the medium of Welsh, from Welsh
History to British, European and North
American History.
In addition, there will be opportunities to
study Historiography, which is the study
of how History is studied and used.
Studying History can be a method of
fostering analysis, summarizing and writing
skills it is a subject very popular among
employers.
The subject is held in high regard by
employers in posts within journalism,
the media, research, political lobbying,
tourism, teaching and museums.
History appeals to employers not only
because of the skills you will gain but
also the fact that studying the subject will
expand your horizons.
In studying History, you will develop the
ability to weigh up facts and to develop
independent opinions, together with
developing an appreciation of the
importance and significance of various
historical sources.

Your ability to deal with topics objectively
and in a balanced manner will be valuable
in any career, and will be an advantage for
you when coping with everyday challenges
in the workplace.
The Coleg Cymraeg offers a number of
progressive means of enriching the learning
experiences of students of History.
In addition, several collaborative modules
are offered which give students the
opportunity to study part of their course
under the guidance of other experts from
many universities in Wales.
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Religious Studies
Understanding the world’s religions is an
integral part of understanding our culture
and wider society.
In studying for a BA in Religious Studies,
you will come to understand religions such
as Judaism, Hinduism, Islam, Christianity,
Sikhism and Buddhism, in their cultural,
social and historical contexts.
Throughout the course, you will gain an
understanding of the dynamic relationship
between religion, society and culture, by
examining religion’s role in the most
important questions of our time.
Religious commitment, history and identity
will be examined in detail, in the context of
contemporary events of global importance.
The practices and beliefs of the world’s
major religions can be studied, as well as
other traditions such as native religions
and new religious movements.
Different approaches to the study of
religion will be introduced, with particular
attention to the place of religion in the
modern world.

There will be an opportunity to visit local
and national places of worship, to go on
overseas trips to centres of religious
significance, and to foster a practical
knowledge and a personal understanding
of the world’s cultures and religions.
A degree in religious studies can lead to a
career in several areas, including:
• Social services education
• International charitable and support
organisations
• Tourism
• Media
• Politics
• Civil service
• Publishing
• Journalism
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Film and
Television Studies
There are various methods of studying film,
which are gaining in popularity.
You can focus on the operational and
practical side or the academic and
analytical, or why not combine the two?
You can study different aspects of specific
films, from the script to the camera work,
the lighting to the editing.
You’ll have the opportunity to trace the
progress of individual directors or schools
of directors in a global context, and follow
the development of different traditions
based on western and eastern native
cultures.

A degree in Film Studies can lead to a
variety of jobs, including creative
freelancer, working on specific productions
or pursuing an academic career by
specialising in a particular historical or
contemporary genre.
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Drama and
Performance
Photo: Theatr Genedlaethol Cymru

Over the years, Drama and Performance
has been one of the most popular
subjects for Welsh medium study, and
studying the subject now gives you the
opportunity to interpret many different
aspects.

This year, Wales’ Drama and Performance
students will participate in MAP (Students!
Innovation!! Performing!!!), the Coleg
Cymraeg Cenedlaethol’s theatre festival,
which will allow you to showcase your
work on a national stage.

The courses give you the opportunity to
explore the practical and theoretical
aspects, and often you can choose to
focus on a specific aspect of a practical or
theoretical position.

After graduating, you can go on to work
as a freelancer or as a member of a
permanent or touring company, whether
as a writer, screenwriter, actor, director
or producer. Your bilingual skills will also
mean you can work in Welsh or in English,
which will double your opportunities as
you embark on your career.

There are practical sessions and classes
on playwriting, various approaches to
performing, directing and producing,
as well as theatre design and technology.
You’ll also be given the opportunity to
study textual drama, the history and
development of the theatre alongside its
social and community role, as well as
various aspects of the theatre throughout
the world.
In recent years, the Coleg Cymraeg
Cenedlaethol’s collaborative opportunities
in this area have included scriptwriting
modules, a play reviewing course, a
student conference, along with a Theatre
Directing course.
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Media
This is an exciting subject that is very
popular among students.
The Media covers a wide range of areas,
such as television, radio, online and digital
media, as well as the creative industries
in general.
University media courses make the most
of opportunities to create links between
academic study schemes and the
profession. You can specialise in specific
areas such as scriptwriting and performing,
technical skills such as camera operation
and editing materials, as well as studio
production or on-location programmes.
You’ll also have the opportunity to
familiarise yourself with the main academic
challenges of this field, including
professional review and textual analysis
in a wide cultural and historical context.
Media graduates can choose to use their
bilingualism in the Welsh media, or choose
to work beyond Wales.
Those studying media through the
medium of Welsh have a valuable
advantage in an industry in which
the language plays a vibrant part.

You can choose to specialise in a number
of areas, freelancing or working as one of
the following:
• Artist
• Musician
• Scriptwriter
• Animator
• New media expert
• Sound and lighting technician
• Electronic engineer
• Director
• Producer
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Journalism
Do you have what it takes to be a
journalist? Are you interested in the
who, the where, the why and the how?
Do you want to know where every good
journalist gets their stories, and learn
how to write them?
By studying a degree in Journalism, you’ll
learn the answers to these questions.
Firstly, you’ll learn what a news story is,
before going on to develop the ability to
analyse and interpret it. You’ll be given
the opportunity to consider the effects
of social media on mass media, and to
consider the future of the journalism
industry.

Journalism is a modern and exciting
subject. By learning a wealth of practical
skills, you’ll be guided towards a
distinguished career, and there is clear
demand from employers for students who
have the ability to work as a journalist in
Welsh and English with confidence and
skill.
Your degree can also lead you to a number
of other career paths, e.g. marketing,
online social media management,
broadcasting, writing for magazines,
as well as working in public relations.
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Public Relations
Every organisation, regardless of its
size and role, depends on its reputation
in order to ensure its continuing success.
Public Relations is a specialised field
that aims to understand the objectives
of specific organisations and to provide
them with support through strategic
use of various communication methods.
Experts in public relations strive to
maintain goodwill and understanding
between an organisation and its audiences,
including current customers and potential
customers, employees and managers,
investors, the media, government and
suppliers. From preparing press releases
to protecting the brand effectively, support
can be secured for the organisation in
question as well as recognition for its work.
In studying for a degree in Public Relations,
you will have a challenging and exciting
educational experience. By combining
theory and practical activities, the course
will give you the opportunity to master the
skills of strategic communication, such as
press management, brand management,
advertising, corporate communications,
digital communications and events
management.

The course explains how organisations
and individuals communicate, taking into
account the various factions with whom
they communicate, and the methods used.
You will also focus on the strategies and
tactics used in public relations, including
the importance of market research
techniques, advertising, marketing, as well
as online and digital communications.
Particular emphasis is placed on press
management, along with the role played
by public relations in influencing the news
agenda and public opinion.
As a result of the Welsh Language
(Wales) Measure 2011, along with the
growth in the powers devolved to the
Welsh Government, there is growing
demand for skilled Welsh medium
strategic communicators.
By forging a close relationship with various
communication practitioners within
the public sector, communications and
advertising agencies, private companies
and the third sector you’ll have the
opportunity to gain direct experience of
the industry in an informal way, as well as
the opportunity to spend time undertaking
work experience in an exciting location.

After graduating, you could pursue a
career as a corporate and professional
communicator in various sectors in Wales
and beyond.
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Art and Design
Art and Design enables students to
develop a wide range of artistic skills.
You’ll have the opportunity to develop
practical skills in 2D and 3D work,
digital processes, still and moving
images, design and planning, as well
as creating work in fine art, craft and
design.
Alongside skills in art, you’ll develop skills
that you can apply to the workplace,
e.g. ability in decision-making,
communication, innovation and enterprise.
The subject underlines the importance of
combining practical and creative skills.
It is based on theoretical ideas that will
enable you to reach your creative potential.
Across all Visual Arts subjects, you’ll also
have the opportunity to look at Wales’
creative visual cultures within an
international context.
As a basis for the practical creative
process, you will develop historical and
theoretical knowledge, international ideas,
an understanding of contemporary art and
design, as well as an appreciation of the
importance of visual culture.

By following a degree course in Art and
Design, there are several career paths
open to you, working as one of the
following:
• Professional artist
• Community artist
• Artistic manufacturer
• Designer
• Creative practitioner
• Freelancer
• Curator
• Art and design administrator
• Primary or secondary teacher,
subject to gaining a PGCE
Or if you wish to continue with your
studies, you could follow an MA
programme.
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Music
Are you a classical, pop or rock
performer? Or a composer?
Would you like to be an audio engineer
or a music teacher? Or would you like
to combine several aspects of music
as a freelance musician?
Music is one of the widest disciplines
offered at university. In pursuing a music
course through the medium of Welsh,
you will study performing, composing and
music history, along with a number of other
aspects.
The Coleg Cymraeg Cenedlaethol has
supported a large number of exciting
developments in music recently, which
means the Welsh medium provision in
music at Wales’ universities is wider
and richer than ever before.
This makes it a great time to be studying
music through the medium of Welsh
at university!
A music degree course will help you
develop a practical, hard-working and
dedicated approach to your work.
Each university that offers music has
its own expertise, but there are some
common elements.

Depending which pathway you take,
you’ll be able to combine different
elements, e.g. music history, composition
and performance.
In addition to developing specialist skills,
a degree in Music offers many transferable
skills in relation to the world of work.
If you conduct an ensemble or a choir, you
have to work with others and hold effective
discussions; in giving oral presentations,
you will develop the ability to communicate
clearly, and being prepared to take a risk is
essential in organising a concert.
Many modules also offer a direct link to the
professional world via visits to employers
along with the opportunity to undertake a
period of work experience.
Music students follow a number of
different paths after graduation, whether
as a television or radio researcher,
professional singer, secondary school
teacher, audio engineer, independent film
maker, or a music project development
officer (very often through the medium
of Welsh).

Provision through the medium of Welsh
in higher education institutions continues
to expand, and the Coleg Cymraeg
Cenedlaethol lecturers are developing
new areas of study through the medium
of Welsh, e.g. music in health and welfare,
composing for film and the media,
the history of popular music, and audio
technology.
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Education and
Early Childhood Studies
Would you like to work with young
children and their families?
Maybe you already work in a school
or a nursery, and want to expand your
qualifications?
Because of the need to give young people
the best possible opportunities, there is
a great demand for skilled and confident
workers in this area.
By studying the subject through the
medium of Welsh, you’ll be a great asset
to any prospective employer as a result
of your ability to offer a Welsh language
service to children and families, at a time
when there is a clear and growing demand
for it.
During the course, you’ll look at early
childhood in the context of child
development in Wales and across the
world, both theoretically and historically,
and in current practice. You’ll also have the
opportunity to study cultural concepts of
childhood, early literacy, outdoor learning,
as well as gender. You will also visit a
number of locations with links to the field
in Wales and beyond.

A degree in Education and Early Childhood
Studies will prepare you for the world of
work, as you will develop a thorough
knowledge of a number of key areas,
including sustainability, justice, social
inclusion and leadership.
Graduates work in various areas, including:
the specialist voluntary sector (e.g. Mudiad
Meithrin, Kids’ Clubs, Women’s Aid)
• Teaching
• Working with the community and families
(Flying Start, family centres)
• Social work
• Working in a specialised library
(e.g. a toy library)
• Senior management in educational
research
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Initial Teacher
Training
Could you inspire children and young
people? Could you challenge them to
broaden their horizons and encourage
them to develop into conscientious
citizens?
We can all think of a teacher who had a
great influence on us during our time at
school. We will always be grateful to
those individuals for their guidance, their
inspiration and their ability to enlighten and
challenge us.
Without their positive influence, we would
not have reached our goals today.
Initial Teacher Training courses will offer
you thorough training to become a teacher
who will be an inspiration to children
and young people.
You will be challenged to expand upon
your subject knowledge, to learn a range
of different teaching methods, and to
observe the best teaching techniques.
The training will take place partly at
university and partly in the classroom,
which happens normally in more than one
school.

At a time where the demand for Welsh
medium education is increasing, there
is a real need for inspirational teachers
who are fluent in Welsh, and ready to
share their enthusiasm with the younger
generation. It is a challenging profession,
and the satisfaction experienced as a child
reaches milestones in their educational
development whether in reading or
writing a piece of work for the first time
is an experience you will never forget.
Studying to be a Teacher
You can train through the medium of
Welsh, or both languages, to be a primary
or secondary teacher.
Further details on the provision can be
obtained by contacting the three regional
teacher education centres in Wales:
• South West Wales Centre of Teacher
Education
• South East Wales Centre for Teacher
Education and Training
• North and Mid Wales Centre of Teacher
Education

Although there will be some local
variations, all courses provided by these
centres will be relatively similar in content
and structure. There will be an opportunity
for fluent Welsh speakers, along with those
less confident in the use of Welsh, to attend
language improvement courses.
As a rule, students are placed in schools
which reflect their ability in the language.
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Modern Languages
Studying languages offers many career
opportunities and opportunities to
study, in Wales and internationally.
If you want to learn more about the
world and develop an expertise in a
specific language, a degree in Modern
Languages is ideal for you.
Bilingualism if not trilingualism is
common throughout Europe, and many
students who are already bilingual love
to study an additional language.
Languages are the key to the new,
multilingual world in which we live.
Be part of it!
By studying the subject through the
medium of Welsh, you’ll be able to study
a modern language through the language
that comes naturally to you.
You’ll gain a deep understanding of the
modern language by focusing on linguistic
elements alongside a range of exciting
modules about literature, society, politics
and the economy of countries around the
world.

Many graduates go on to look for work
abroad, but a number of graduates also
take advantage of the opportunities that
exist in Wales, pursuing careers in the
following areas:
• Technology
• Public sector (e.g. the European
Commission, British Council)
• Media
• Event management
• Tourism
• Retail
• Manufacturing
• Law
• Translation
• Interpretation
• Education (secondary school teacher/
further higher education, teacher of
English as a foreign language in schools)
• Retail purchasing
• Accounting
• Marketing and market research

In recent years, a number of students
studying a proportion of their Modern
Languages degree through the medium
of Welsh have benefitted from attending
a residential course with students and
lecturers from other universities across
Wales.
This is a unique opportunity to share
experiences and to get to know other
people who also enjoy learning about
the languages and cultures of foreign
countries. As well as lectures on specific
topics and sessions on career opportunities,
the course is an opportunity to socialise
and to compete in the Grammar olympics!
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Linguistics
Linguists study languages from a scientific
viewpoint. This doesn’t mean you have
to speak dozens of languages or pass
chemistry exams!

In addition to the international dimension,
you will apply concepts to the Welsh
language and the social situation of
Welsh-English bilingualism.

Linguists are interested in the patterns
existing within different languages,
together with similar patterns between
different languages.
They also examine how speakers acquire
(learn) their languages and use them
in society. There is also an applied (or
practical) aspect to Linguistics which
encompasses a number of areas, including
linguistic planning, language policy and
language teaching methods.
A number of the modules offered will give
a taste of how languages affect public life.
This is important for us in Wales since we
have two official languages and because
there are varying ways of learning Welsh
(e.g. at home, in Welsh-medium schools,
as adults).

Here are some of the Welsh-medium
modules offered recently by the School
of Linguistics and English Language at
Bangor University, and by the School
of Welsh, Cardiff University:

As a Welsh-medium student in Linguistics,
you will learn about different aspects of
Linguistics generally, and specifically
about the linguistic situation of Welsh and
bilingualism in Wales. You will learn about
theories in the above fields by considering
international research into various
languages and social contexts.

• Welsh Linguistics
• History of the Welsh language
• Welsh and society
• Sociolinguistics
• Aspects of bilingualism
• Language Acquisition
• Language planning and language policy
Studying Linguistics will give you an
opportunity to refine your analytical
skills as well as developing new skills
in project management, independent
research, summarising scientific work
in a meaningful manner, collecting and
interpreting quantitative and qualitative
data, together with problem solving and
communicating complex ideas.

Graduates have obtained posts in many
different areas and institutions, including:
• Teaching (in Wales and beyond)
• Computing and informatics
• Translation
• Journalism and the media
• Marketing
• Government and the civil service
• Research

Linguists are also keen to train the next
generation of researchers working on
the linguistics of Welsh.
By following Welsh-medium modules,
you will have an opportunity to develop
skills and knowledge about the linguistics
of Welsh which will be of advantage
should you wish to study further for
a postgraduate qualification.
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Law
A law degree provides a foothold
into many areas, not just the legal
profession. It can lead to running a
business, management, personnel,
local or central government, the police
and journalism.
If a career in law does appeal to you, you
can go on to specialise in a particular area
such as family law, criminal law and internet
law. The demand for lawyers who understand
Wales and the language is increasing due
to the fact that the Welsh Government have
more powers and the Welsh Language
Measure provides further rights for Welsh
speakers.
After graduating you can join a law firm,
large or small, and a career as a solicitor
will enable you to work in any type of area
rural or urban. You may also, in time,
choose to establish your own law firm.
There has been an exciting growth
in the number of Welsh language modules
available in Law.

If you study these, you will have the
opportunity to improve your language
skills in order to express yourself in both
languages. The primary task of a legal
mind is to make sense of the complexities
of society and its people. In order to reflect
today’s dynamic society, the Law modules
at the universities change frequently.
Some examples of Welsh language
modules include Business Law, Europe,
human rights and social policy.
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Politics
Do you want to be a politician, or do
you want to present the counterargument?
Are you keen to learn more about the
political landscape in Wales and the
rest of the world?
If so, politics is the perfect degree for you:
it will allow you to build a broad understanding
of global power.
As power moves from Westminster to the
Assembly, there is demand for people who
understand Wales to work in companies,
organisations, charities and the media.
A degree in Politics shows employers that
you can analyse, understand and see many
sides to an argument.
You’ll be introduced to a wide range of
ideas and new political concepts that will
broaden your horizons. By studying Welsh
medium modules on Wales and the world,
you’ll be trained to think and write in Welsh
in a purposeful and incisive way.
You’ll graduate with the ability to handle
political issues in both Welsh and English,
which will be invaluable when you apply
for jobs.

During the course, you’ll have the opportunity
to undertake work experience, that could
include a period with a politician, a
campaigning organisation, or even the
Government in Cardiff, London or Brussels.
That will allow you to experience the daily
excitement of politics in Wales and beyond.
Politics graduates work in many different
fields, e.g. political party research,
lobbying for companies or organisations,
policy development for campaigning
organisations or charities, journalism,
the civil service and education.
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Philosophy
Do you like to analyse things and ask
questions? Do you enjoy trying to make
sense of different elements, e.g.
religion, society and human nature?
If you want to tackle difficult issues and
learn how to understand, interpret and
develop all sorts of arguments, Philosophy
is the subject for you.
The main essence of Philosophy is getting
to grips with understanding and critically
evaluating the reasons and assumptions
that underpin our daily ideas.
In developing this skill, you will also learn
how to deal with arguments and communicate them articulately and clearly, which
will be of great benefit to you in the world
of work.
In an increasingly competitive professional
world, the ability to reason, analyse and
think astutely will put you one step ahead
of the competition for any job. In addition,
the ability to discuss and work through the
medium of Welsh will be another string to
your bow.

Studying Philosophy can prepare you for
a number of career paths, be it journalism,
the media, film and television, the civil
service, law, advertising, marketing,
management, teaching and further
research, or even a career in industry.
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Social Science and
Social Policy
If you’re interested in the problems and
challenges of society (whether this is
dealing with offenders, developing health
policy, childcare, housing policy or
language schemes), Social Science and
Social Policy is the course for you.
In Wales, there is a demand for people
who can tackle the problems of society.
Studying a Social Science degree or
modules will open your eyes to the society
we belong to and ways that we can further
develop it.
As part of the course, you will explore
policy related to the welfare system,
health promotion, housing as well as
the justice system. You will also have
valuable and challenging experiences in
this area of work with employers such as
the Government, Police and the voluntary
sector.

The Welsh Government delivers unique
Health and Social Policy for Wales and
there is an increasing emphasis on rights
for Welsh speakers.
This means that there is a demand for
employees who understand Welsh society
and can work bilingually.
Gaining a degree in Social Science and
Social Policy will allow you to work in a
variety of fields, including social care,
local government, Welsh Government,
the Police and the legal system, the
health service and older people’s care,
education and childcare, youth work
as well as developments in terms of the
Welsh language.
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Criminology and
Police Studies
Studying Criminology opens the door
to diverse career options.
It will encourage you to think critically
and independently and will give you
the opportunity to develop skills in
order to analyse and understand our
varied society. Criminology combines
intellectual and practical elements.

Criminology includes elements from other
disciplines such as Law, Social Sciences
and Police Science, and similarly it is
possible to study Criminology modules
within these subjects.

Studying Welsh medium Criminology
modules will ensure that you not only get
to grips with the complexities of society
in Wales but will also be able to provide
services to future employers in both
languages.
During the course you will gain practical
experience, and as the probation service
in Wales becomes more distinctively Welsh
(with increasing differences between it and
the probation service in England) there will
be a demand for students who recognise
the needs of society in Wales.
You will also combine your studies on
the Welsh context with international
criminology; you will have an opportunity
to look at situations abroad that will
prepare you for work outside the UK
if you so wish.

In studying Welsh medium modules in a
degree course or a joint degree in
Criminology, you will be qualified to apply
for jobs in a variety of areas:
• The probation service and the police
• Prisons and the Crown Prosecution
Service
• Work with young people and people
on probation
• Working in Government policy or local
government
• Further studies in Law
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Sport Science
Are you interested in a career in sport?
Would you like to work towards promoting
physical health in the community or teach
and coach outdoor activities?
Or maybe you aspire to work with
Olympians in analysing technique and
tactics? Without doubt, a Sports degree
can offer you the opportunity to develop
the knowledge, skills and expertise that
will prepare you for an exciting and busy
career. During your course, you will
experience various international projects
and experiences.
In studying part of your course through
the medium of Welsh, you will develop
the ability to deal with Sport Science in
both languages, that will be very useful
in applying for jobs in a very competitive
market. With the increasing demand for
Welsh language skills in both the public
and private sector in Wales (especially in
coaching, teaching, scientific support and
promotion), your skills will be of advantage
to employers in those areas.

You will be able to study the following
through the medium of Welsh:
• Coaching
• Teaching outdoor activities
• Teaching Physical Education
• Sports management and development
• Sport Sciences
• Ethics
• Sport Psychology
• Health and training
A number of students graduating in Sport
Science go on to careers not only as
coaches, health promoters and managers,
but also to other areas where the ability
to use Welsh is invaluable, including
physiology, science, psychology, education
and journalism.
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Business Studies
Are you interested in business?
Do you want to set up your own
business? Or do you want a career
working for companies in a wide variety
of areas, from marketing and selling
to human resources and financial
firms? Do you want to understand what
is influencing the current economic
changes?
Studying Business through the medium of
Welsh offers all kinds of benefits.
In the private and public sectors in Wales,
the need for Welsh language skills is
increasing, especially in marketing, human
resources and management where there
is more and more demand for businesses
to provide services through the medium of
Welsh.
By studying part of your course through
the medium of Welsh, you will learn how
to handle the subject in both languages,
which will be a great asset to you when
applying for jobs.
You will also be prepared for the world of
work by learning a number of other skills
too, e.g. the ability to communicate, to
work in a team, as well as problem-solving
skills.

Studying Economics will allow you to make
better decisions as an individual, company
or as part of the Government.
You will also have the opportunity to meet
a number of business people and to
undertake work experience.
There are many careers open to
Business graduates, including marketing,
events management, human resource
management, tourism management,
management of hotels and shops, the civil
service, local government, accounting,
a career stemming from public sector
policies, or even setting up a business.
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Nursing and
Midwifery
Nursing is an exciting and challenging
career which demands a number of
qualities: commitment, people skills,
patience and understanding
(not to mention a sense of humour!).
This is your chance to make a difference
to patients’ lives.
The functions of a nurse are very wideranging, and providing tender care through
difficult times is a key element.
Courses are offered in Nursing in four
areas in Wales, namely adult nursing,
mental health nursing, nursing children
and young people, and learning
disability nursing. Whichever area you
wish to study, it’s essential that you
learn how to deal with the physical,
mental and emotional needs of each
patient with respect and dignity.
Each course is split equally between
theory and clinical practice, which means
that each piece of work carried out under
supervision in the clinical area is supported
by academic study. You will undertake
a number of clinical work placements and
will receive the support of a clinical mentor
in the workplace.
You will have the opportunity to foster
clinical skills in hospital and in the
community, in the health sector and in
independent sector institutions,

where you will deal with a wide range
of health problems or needs presented
by patients from all kinds of cultural and
linguistic backgrounds. You will also have
a chance to learn and practice many
clinical skills in simulation rooms, which will
support your learning and prepare you for
clinical placement and practice.
If you would like to study Midwifery,
you will study the following as part of the
course:
• Anatomy and Physiology
• Pre-conception care
• Detailed study of ante-natal care
• Care during birth
• Post-natal care
• Public health
• Sexual health
• Contraception
• Detailed study of new-borns
All these courses have been validated
by the Nursing and Midwifery Council.
After graduating, you may register
as a nurse with this body.
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Medicine
The provision and developments in the
teaching of Medicine through the medium
of Welsh are geared towards attracting,
training and retaining good doctors in
Wales. Ensuring an awareness of the
importance of the Welsh language in
healthcare is a vital part of all students’
medical training as they learn about the
differences between being a doctor in
Wales and the rest of the UK.
According to the Welsh Government’s
strategy, ‘More than Just Words/
Mwy na Geiriau’ (2012): “It is important
to recognise that many people can
only communicate their care effectively
through the medium of Welsh.”
Developing and extending opportunities
for students to study and practice
Medicine through the medium of Welsh
is an intrinsic part of improving the quality
of healthcare in Wales and for Welsh
speakers in particular.
The medical curriculum is a combination
of teaching core information together with
providing students with experience in a
variety of clinical settings, and a range
of learning methods are provided including
tutorials, lectures and practical sessions.

The chief aim of a degree in Medicine
is to meet patient need, and a core
part of the course is the opportunity to
communicate and interact with patients
in clinical settings with a variety of
experiences offered in hospitals,
community medical centres and
surgeries across Wales.
Students have the opportunity to
complete placements through the
medium of Welsh wherever possible.
For medical students, studying Medicine
through the medium of Welsh is an
advantage in preparation for the workplace.
In the context of the medical profession,
the Welsh language is part of a wider
picture, where an awareness of the
linguistic needs of patients is part of the
daily challenge. In light of this, the medic
who can communicate fully with patients in
both languages is prepared for the global
challenges facing the profession.
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Health Sciences
Wales is home to some of the UK’s
most popular schools of Healthcare
Sciences, offering a wide choice
of degrees and higher education
certificates of the highest standard.
In addition, the research and clinical
opportunities offered are amongst the
best in the world.
As a health professional, a significant part
of your work will be communicating with
the public and colleagues.
By studying part of your course through the
medium of Welsh you will have the
opportunity to develop your communication
skills to enable you to work bilingually,
increasing your workplace opportunities
and giving patients the chance to receive
treatment through the medium of Welsh if
they wish.

A wide range of subjects are available
to study at university:
• Physiotherapy
• Occupational therapy
• Speech therapy
• Operating department practice
• Dietetics
• Diagnostic radiography
• Radiotherapy and Oncology
During your studies, you will have the
chance to experience interesting
educational approaches, e.g. clinical
problem based learning.
You will also have the opportunity to learn
in virtual laboratories that recreate the
hospital ward and clinic as well as the
intensive care and surgical departments.
Lectures and tutorials are held for all
the health subjects as part of a multiprofessional course and you will have the
opportunity to work alongside NHS staff,
in addition to working in community based
settings.

The NHS is Wales’ largest employer,
employing over 70,000 members of staff.
If you want to work for this organisation
after graduating you will be part of a large
team of professionals who work together
to provide healthcare in hospitals and in
the community for over three million people
in Wales. The NHS works with social
services and third sector organisations,
and a wide range of opportunities exist for
health professionals in the private sector,
the third sector and in social services,
together with schools, prisons, politics,
research and sport.

A career as a health professional
will offer daily challenges as well
as satisfaction and the opportunity
to develop skills and knowledge.
If you would like a challenging, interesting
and varied career, take a look at the
health courses available in Wales and
join a wide-ranging team of multi-talented
professionals.
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Psychology
A professional career in Psychology is
varied and interesting, and with the skills
you will develop during your degree you
will also be qualified to work in a variety
of areas. During the course, you will benefit
from the expertise of the lecturers who are
dedicated to offering the best possible
experience in studying Psychology, and
you will also have the opportunity to meet
fellow students from all over the world.
In studying your course or parts of it
through the medium of Welsh, you will be
taking a significant step towards preparing
for your career.
There is strong evidence in Wales of the
importance of being able to communicate
bilingually when applying for jobs.
For instance, key employers such as the
NHS and councils want to employ
professional psychologists who can
communicate with clients, patients and
colleagues in Welsh.
As a result, the fact that you have
studied through the medium of Welsh
will be valuable for your CV.

Psychology graduates can work in a
number of different areas, including:
• Educational and clinical psychology
• Sport
• Occupational fields of work
• Academia
• Health
• Counselling
• Health psychology
Other popular career choices include
market research, human resources,
education and advertising.
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Social Work
Being a social worker demands wideranging knowledge and particular skills
for working with some of society’s most
vulnerable individuals.
Consequently, those who want to work
in this area require professional training.
During the Social Work degree
programmes, academic and
professional elements are drawn
together in order to prepare students
for jobs within the social care
workforce. In addition to gaining a
recognised educational qualification,
you will also gain the registration
required to work professionally.
In social care, it is vital that any vulnerable
individual has the opportunity to express
their most personal feelings and
experiences in their first language.
It is only through ensuring that every
opportunity is given to the individual to
express themselves and be understood
in their language of choice that the
appropriate care, support and service can
be arranged for them.

A number of social work programmes
offer training through undergraduate and
postgraduate courses.
Some offer certain elements of study
through the medium of Welsh and you can
study the complete postgraduate Social
Work programme through the medium of
Welsh at Bangor University.
You will have an opportunity to study a
variety of modules, including values and
ethics, social work law, working with
children and families and working with
adults with different needs.
A significant proportion of the programmes
offer opportunities for students to
experience the practical side of social work
in different settings such as social services
departments, third sector organisations
and the private sector.
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Pharmacy
Cardiff University’s Welsh-medium
provision at the School of Pharmacy
and Pharmaceutical Studies is
working towards strengthening Welsh
pharmaceutical services in Wales.
Continuing to expand and develop this
provision is not only essential in order to
raise awareness among future pharmacists
of the importance of the Welsh language
in the field of health in Wales, but also in
order to ensure that our services are in the
vanguard as regards meeting the care
needs of Welsh speakers and their families
or carers.
“The purpose of health and social
care services is to care for people as
individuals… People’s cultural identity
and their linguistic needs must be core
to this because it is an essential
element of good quality care and high
professional standards.”
More than Words A Strategic Framework
for Welsh Language Services in Health

The chief focus of Pharmacy is patients’
needs, and the degree is formulated to
reflect this. The curriculum includes core
scientific and therapeutic subjects aligned
with clinical practice. We use a range of
teaching methods including lectures,
tutorials and practical sessions.
During the course, what you learn will be
put to practical use on placement; in the
community, in hospital and in a number
of other locations. This opportunity to
communicate and interact with patients
and different professions is an essential
part of learning, and reflects the profession
and what is required of it. You will have an
opportunity to complete placement periods
through the medium of Welsh when this
is possible.
As a prospective pharmacist, the opportunity
to study elements of the course through the
medium of Welsh will be most advantageous.
The ability to operate fully bilingually in a
professional context not only improves
your career prospects, but also answers
the requirements of the health service by
ensuring that patients receive the very
best treatment.

At Cardiff University, a four-year MPharm
degree is offered. The degree is accredited
by the Pharmaceutical Council as a valid
route into the profession.
The School of Pharmacy is undoubtedly
one of the best in the UK and regularly
heads national league tables.
Thus, a good academic degree and
the school’s reputation ensure that our
students are very popular with employers.
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Language and
Speech Therapy
Language and speech therapists
provide treatment and support for
children and adults who have
communication difficulties or have
problems with eating, drinking or
swallowing. This is a treatment
which can transform lives.
They are professional workers in the
health-related field and co-operate
closely with parents, carers and other
professionals such as teachers, nurses,
occupational therapists and doctors.
This course will enable you to gain the
necessary qualifications for this exciting
profession. The course involves a
combination of academic work and
practical work. Developing the ability to
apply theoretical knowledge to clinical
observation and practice is an essential
part of training as a speech and language
therapist.

The curriculum is wide-ranging, with the
following core elements included in the
course:
• Linguistics
• Phonetics
• Biological sciences
• Psychology
• Speech and language pathology
In order to ensure that Welsh-speaking
individuals who have communication
difficulties can access treatment in Welsh,
it is essential to attract students who can
speak Welsh into the profession.
As the only course in Wales, Cardiff
Metropolitan University offers innovative
provision which ensures a range of
Welsh-medium opportunities.
The provision includes lectures, tutorials
and practical sessions and pastoral
support, in addition to the opportunity of
completing a research project based on
the Welsh language should you so wish.
Clinical placements are an essential part
of the course, and there will be a range of
experiences in clinics, hospitals, schools
and specialist centres across Wales.

Students can complete periods of
placement through the medium of Welsh
when this is possible. By studying parts of
the course through the medium of Welsh,
you will have an opportunity to develop the
knowledge and skills necessary to work in
Welsh as well as in English.
This will ensure that graduates joining the
profession can offer care of the highest
quality by communicating in the language
most suitable for the situation.

There will be an opportunity to discuss
factors which are important when
undertaking clinical work with a bilingual
population, together with what is different
for a therapist working in Wales
as compared with the rest of the UK.
You will have a unique insight into other
bilingual situations in the UK and many
other countries, which forms part of the
profession’s global landscape.
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Agriculture and
Countryside Management
With the growth in world population
alongside the need to ensure the
highest quality food supply, it is more
important than ever that farmers
receive a first class education.
Ensuring the availability of nutritious milk
and meat in the future is vital, as well as
complying with conservation and
sustainability requirements.
In studying a course in Agriculture, you’ll
also learn a number of important principles
such as soil and grassland management,
crop management and production, animal
production as well as sustainability.
If you are interested in a more vocational
course, the Foundation degree in
Agriculture or Agriculture and Countryside
Management will appeal to you.
This is a unique opportunity to develop
skills in husbandry and management, and
to gain practical experience that will pave
the way to a career in agriculture,
countryside management and conservation.
These courses are also popular among
those who wish to retrain or change career.

The food and farming sector is key to the
Welsh economy in terms of employment
and its contribution to tourism.
The supply chain represents around
18% of the Welsh workforce.
According to a Welsh Government
report on Welsh language skills, 45% of
agri-food sector employers considered
Welsh language skills as important to
their business, and a third considered
Welsh language skills as very important.
The same report shows that Welsh is used
in the workplace in almost 50% of agrifood sector organisations.
This naturally means that studying through
the medium of Welsh will empower you
with language skills crucial to this sector.
Graduates of Agriculture and Countryside
Management work in many different areas,
including farm management, animal feed,
agricultural-environmental consultancy,
the provision of sustainable food, farm
animal health and welfare inspection,
agricultural goods supply, as well as habitat
protection and conservation.
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Geography
Geography is a wide subject area.
It is no surprise therefore that it attracts
individuals equally as far-reaching with
a breadth of vision. Where else would
you get the opportunity to use the most
innovative technology in order to learn
about the earth’s primitive structure
processes, such as the evolution of
land-forms and natural disasters?
Where else would you also have the
opportunity to learn about human
relationships and activities which are
at the heart of our understanding of
the world around us?
You will have the opportunity, while
studying the subject, to learn about current
issues from around the world under the
guidance of experts in their fields.
You will follow modules that deal with
current issues such as globalisation and
current social relations, sustainability,
world processes and human responses
to natural risks.

In addition to traditional lectures, you will
take part in detailed discussions in small
groups (tutorials and seminars), develop
the ability to work as part of a team by
undertaking group work and presentations,
as well as develop skills to work
independently by planning a research
project. You will also be given the
opportunity to practice your skills
directly by going on work experience,
and attending field trips to interesting
places such as the Gower Peninsula,
and even New York or Vancouver.
While taking advantage of all these
opportunities, and doing so through the
medium of Welsh, you will develop an
infrastructure of skills that will be invaluable
in whatever career you choose in the
future. The ability to deal with the subject
through the medium of Welsh as well as
English will be an additional feather in
your cap, and an attractive skill to any
prospective employer.

A degree in Geography is an excellent
starting point for a range of careers,
whether in the public sector, the private
sector or various other fields.
Many graduates go on to work as road and
traffic system planners, in the energy and
environment sector with the National Parks,
Government statisticians, geological
surveyors for oil and gas companies,
fashion buyers, explorers, film and
documentary producers, journalists,
charity workers in foreign countries, as well
as academic researchers (who work on
some of the most interesting and influential
matters of our time).
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Environmental Science
and Ocean Sciences
Interested in the environment?
Keen to learn more about natural
processes and the relationship between
them? Want to see Welsh businesses’
environmental performance improve?
If so, a degree in Environmental Science
is ideal for you.
Environmental Science is a wide-ranging
discipline and you will be studying modern
day threats to the world and its people
such as climate change, pollution,
conservation and food safety.
In studying the subject you will have a
strong foundation in Biology, Chemistry,
Geology and Marine Sciences together
with a strong awareness of the relationship
between these elements and their effect
on mankind.
During the course you will have a number
of opportunities to meet with members of
the environmental sector workforce, as
well as the opportunity to undertake work
experience.

Working within the sector you will work
with the environmental industries
(e.g. agriculture, water, tourism),
where statutory bodies expect staff to
be able to use both Welsh and English
equally. By studying part of your course
through the medium of Welsh, you will gain
the confidence to present environmental
issues in both languages that will be
advantageous to you as you pursue your
career.
Graduates in this field can be found
working in a number of different disciplines
such as conservation and protection of
habitats, environmental consultation,
developing and implementing policy, water
quality monitoring together with waste
management.
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Biosciences
Biosciences offer a unique opportunity
to understand how the world around
us works. What effect will climate
change have on our environment?
How much of our genetic make-up
is similar to that of a monkey or a
banana?
Biosciences is based on research and
experiments in a laboratory and in the field.
Together with expanding your scientific
knowledge and understanding of standard
scientific techniques, you will also have an
opportunity to develop transferable skills in
statistics, communication and presentation
methods together with organisational skills
(as an individual and as part of a group).
In addition to traditional lectures, you will
also learn about biosciences through
participation in tutorials and seminars,
together with developing the ability to work
independently through a research project.
In some universities you will have an
opportunity to undertake work experience
as well as go on field trips to sites around
the world.

In studying Biosciences through the medium
of Welsh you will be able to benefit from
developing an invaluable skill set for
whatever career you choose.
In Wales, employers linked to Biosciences
acknowledge the importance of effective
communication in Welsh and English.
This is particularly true in jobs where
communicating with the public is an
essential part of the work; in the
environment (with landowners, farmers
and horticulturalists) and hospitals
(with patients, adults and children).
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Mathematics
Mathematics is a very broad subject;
it is a language in itself, and is used in
a wide range of scientific fields, e.g.
Physics and Engineering.
In studying Mathematics, you can
specialise in aspects of the subject,
such as Statistics, Applied Mathematics,
Pure Mathematics or operational research,
or you can study any combinations of these.
With a view to further enhancing your
learning experience, some universities
offer opportunities to work in industry,
or abroad, for a year.
The first two years of Math and BSc
courses are usually the same, and there
will be an opportunity to transfer from
one scheme to another if you wish.
It is true to say that Maths graduates
are likely to receive the highest salaries,
second only to Medicine and Dentistry
graduates. There is an increasing
demand for Mathematics graduates,
and the importance of STEM skills
(Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics) is recognised in the
Welsh Government science agenda,
‘Science for Wales.’

A degree in Mathematics can prepare you
for a brilliant career, and Maths graduates
can be found working in various fields,
whether as researchers, engineers,
programmers, accountants or teachers.
Even if you choose to work in another area
after graduating, your skills in analysing,
problem solving and critical thinking,
along with your practical, computer and
communications skills, will be an asset to
you in whatever career you choose.

Elements of Mathematics degree courses
are taught through the medium of Welsh
in more than one university.
The ability to discuss and work in both
languages is vital in communicating
in Wales, and studying elements of a
Mathematics degree course through the
medium of Welsh will give you a golden
opportunity to develop the necessary
language skills.
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Chemistry
Not every Chemist wears a white coat!
A degree in Chemistry can lead to a
distinguished career in many fields.
Studying Chemistry through the medium
of Welsh offers many advantages.
It eases the jump between A Level and
university education since discussing a
subject through a first language rather
than a second is much easier.
By studying part of the course through the
medium of Welsh, you will have the ability
to discuss and write in both languages.
In addition to studying Core Chemistry
from practical and theoretical points of
view, there is an emphasis on transferable
skills, such as communication, dealing
with numbers, analysis, handling data,
observation, team working and thinking
logically. These will be beneficial, whatever
career you pursue after graduating.

Chemistry graduates work in a number
of different areas and locations, including:
• Industry
• Research
• Computing
• Marketing
• Accounting
• Journalism
• Pharmaceutical companies
• Commercial analysis laboratories
• Forensic science
• Archaeology
• Food technology
• Biotechnology
• Metallurgy companies
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Physics
Physics is an exciting subject that offers
students a host of experiences by
combining the theoretical and the practical.
Physics degree courses provide a strong
foundation to understand and explain the
world around us, Physics laws are the
foundation of modern technology, and
are used to describe systems, from small
subatomic particles to massive galaxies.
Physics is a STEM subject (Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics,
which are recognised as central to
Wales’s economic prosperity).
Physics is highly valued in a variety of
fields, such as meteorology, medicine,
engineering, computing and digital sectors,
communication, journalism and renewable
energy sector.
There are many opportunities for Physics
graduates. Even if you choose to leave the
field after graduating, the skills that you
will develop during the course computer
skills, analytical and communication skills,
and the ability to think critically and solve
problems will be invaluable, whatever
path you take.

It goes without saying therefore that a
Physics degree will open many doors.
Some Physics graduates go on to study
Law and become Patent experts, for
example.
A variety of Physics degree schemes are
offered. There are three year BSc degree
schemes, and four year MPhys degree
schemes (which includes more challenging
material). There is also a four year BSc
Physics degree scheme with a foundation
year for those who have no background of
studying Physics at A Level in school.
Elements of Physics degree courses are
taught through the medium of Welsh.
These bilingual degree schemes will give
you the opportunity to use both languages
to deal with physics, which will prepare you
for the professional landscape in Wales
and the international arena.
If you are interested in working abroad,
you will also have opportunities to do so
as part of the degree course.
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Computer Science
These days, computers are an ever-present
part of our lives.
From mobile apps and social media to
video games and autopilot, new technologies
require reliable and secure software that is
also easy to use.
By studying Computer Science, you will
develop the skills needed to understand
and develop such systems.
As a result, you will see doors opening
to careers in industry and research.
Computer Science can be studied as a
single honours degree or as a joint
honours. There are also opportunities to
spend a year in industry or even abroad
if you wish.
Having the opportunity to discuss your
course through the medium of Welsh is
a huge boost to learning; by working on
innovative projects in groups and as an
individual, your ability to discuss and work
in Welsh will be of great benefit when
working with local industrial companies
and consultants.

Computing graduates can be found
working in many exciting areas, such as
formula 1, aviation, games development
and meteorology. Other examples of
potential jobs in the field include software
developer, information technology officer,
research assistant, software engineer and
web designer. As you can see, there are
plenty of possibilities.
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Engineering
Are you a person who likes to solve
problems? Do you possess excellent
analytical and mathematical skills?
Do you want the opportunity to change
the way we live? Are you fascinated by
the way things work? Are you creative?
And do you want to use and develop these
skills in order to pursue a successful and
challenging career?
If you are, then a degree in Engineering
is the right choice for you!

The areas that can be studied include
• Aerospace Engineering
• Chemical Engineering
• Civil Engineering
• Materials Engineering
• Computer Engineering
• Electronic and Electrical Engineering
• Environmental Engineering
• Mechanical Engineering
Engineering is a wide and varied
• Medical Engineering
subject with an international demand
• Sports Engineering
for specialist graduates.
It is an area that has been identified by • Nanotechnology
the Welsh Government as a key area for
• Product Design
the economic prosperity of Wales.
The demand for graduates who are
numerate, are able to solve problems,
handle computers with confidence and
communicate effectively is increasing.
There are a variety of courses available,
with some giving more emphasis on the
vocational and industry contacts,
and other courses on research skills
and pushing the boundaries of our
understanding of the world.

Engineering offers a diverse and exciting
career path for graduates, with job security
and good pay. Among the sectors that
engineers can work are in the industry,
business, health, education and research.
A number of university courses offer
students the opportunity to work with local
businesses and industries thus students
can benefit from their expertise and
develop skills in preparation for a career
in the field. Some courses also offer the
opportunity to spend a year in industry,
or even abroad.

The ability to communicate and work
through the medium of Welsh is an
additional skill in a competitive field that
develops daily. By studying part of your
course through the medium of Welsh, you
will learn how to handle your subject in
two languages a valuable skill when you
apply for jobs.
A degree in Engineering gives you the
chance to work in ground-breaking
areas, shaping the way people around
the world live, improve living standards
and improve our understanding of
the world around us. It is an area that
prepares you for a career that can
offer considerable satisfaction!
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